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Soldier’s Poem
Soldiers sing their songs; sometimes war
In anticipation of something much more
A tense appreciation of what was before

In the withering darkness
a blind soldier stalks.
cannot understand this method of madness
in which he takes his shot

Guns fi re bullets fl y;
scarlet butterfl ies liberated
from fl eshed confi ne.
Rifl es aim to bite their mark
in heavy hearts already resigned.

For the blind man who has walked upon
this blood-caked soil and narrowed streets.
with men larger than he will ever be
He drags their emptiness back to retreat
for under the earth; face a fallen peace.

For the blind man who sits guarding the nightsky
in which he has imagined within grasp his entire life
tommorow there will be a fi ght; rumoured truth; war
Fight for the stars, for what else is there to fi ght for?

For the blind man who lays wounded; crying 
despite being muted
screaming all the mistakes and opinions he did 
not say
Do the loved at home cry with him?
And his eyes; pale and determined
understand his part in this fool’s play
is over now; the world would not be on his 
shoulders
their lies not stained on his teeth.

Soldiers sing their songs; sometimes war
to the rhythm of burning souls 
on abused concepts that light too fast
in anticipation of something 
much more.
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we see whether we can
spot that portion of blue sky
no eyes have ever yet crossed. Th e Limelight

Sweat; sweat; worry
Yes, worry- racing across the room in hot 
rollercoaster
and it halts, a long screeching dragon 
enraged and rugged at the wheels, iron joints 
banding together
in momentous occasion and high pressure
to plant a doubt and sow anxiety.

Flash; fl ash; misery
The corpses of my words burgled by the lights 
and future headlines;
tearing across like an elephant on red stiletto 
heels.
The limelight is a vulture and it circles
over my imminent destruction.

Shhh; shhh; silence
As the curtains beckon so murderously
and every stare seems to be of disdain, 
eyes leaking toxicity in their stony grip-
we pound our acts unto one another with fl ary 
weakness of mind, and hope for a best;
saying but not understanding half the lines.
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Clap; Clap; Happiness
They loved it, they drunk it
like a pantheon’s ambrosia on wet lips
and they sung it, in cheers and claps
while we pretend to scoff and be insouciant.
The hard-creased judges smile wrinkled empathy
and we rejoice inwardly.

“Why so fast off the stage?” we mourn.
The limelight had only just begun 
to warm

Th e Race
The morning is slow to realize 
as people fl it in and out of the stadium –
nervous animals rattled by some 
semi-foreseen danger, intangible but present.
 
The sun is shortly sober on this occasion; 
climbing with solemn attitude.
For a while, it rests its fi re –
till the fl ames fi dget and itch and
Helios returns to his primal anger –
and then slides tendrils over his drums
of passionless heat and crackle!
– the crackle of heated air fi zzling and singeing 
sweat-worn cheeks; brows furrowed hard
as contestants pour in dizzy trickles 
unto the track, unto a death.

Lane 6;
Doubt seizes him by the stomach, forces its visage
over darting eyes. Shallow breaths cut the throat –
the crowd rolls about rowdily, an incoherent din 
 of colorful noise –
as the runner spies the stands for approving faces. 
There are
none.
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Qilin
it is the straight lines I cannot endure, and 
straightly the frequent numb moment drops like a 
coin into the slow, perennial whirr of my bustling 
bus cabin heart

feeling like a worthless
cascade

of insecurities, or a heart
tightly-wound in dead knot,

too heavy to pass over
the dark,

yet too weak, too small
fragile things caught like
bloody feathers.

I usually swim and emerge from the water feeling 
 more
whole, or reminded of transience and my human 
 hands

but if it were possible
I’d like to walk out of that water a Qilin;

no, not rise a dragon, with its clear-cut
authority and benevolence,

nor a phoenix with an apathetic 
immunity to tragedy and death.

a Qilin, indescribable, either
sinewy with fl ame or lightning,
head of a dragon or deer or horse or giraffe,

oxen yet fi sh-scaled, 
possibly with hooves or a lion’s tail:

some diverse defi nition of serenity
in which I will feel beautiful and 
unconfi ned.

the thing is we are all either born with some 
crookedness
in our bodies or in the acute angles of our hearts

I pine for some general,
uncontainable, symmetry
that would release 
me;

maybe that’s why I’ve always paced,
running in my head
down to my legs,
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tracing straight lines to escape,

yet why are we always made to stand still in 
buses, MRTs
classroom corners, family meals, weddings, 
funerals?

“fa zhan”
maybe holding still
would affi x the straight lines
into our souls 

and we’d melt like an aftermath
of dominoes, into tangents
and normals;

but no. I dream of being a Qilin
– or at least, a human one –
if life was a paper

parallel lines would somehow
intersect, asymptotes meet, curves
repel and make me,

cloaked in fi re or maybe not,
possibly with a unicorn-like horn
or antlers;

an amalgam of golden traits;

after all,
there is no such thing
as one Qilin, 
no such thing
as a perfectly straight
line.
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this is just periphrasis for 
marble shrines, fi ne enough
for the living to sculpt
but the noble deceased deserve more.

and well, there I was,
in my greatest moment of loss,
staring so wondering
at rows and columns 
of streetlights.

in my mind they were pulled
off the pavement and shattered
their moments of past scattered
into a collective burst,

this incandescent furor of big
orange that liquefi ed 
the streets,

so for one instant there would be no city,
to come but not yet to be,
none at all,
and all your souls could fi nd 
easy exit
for some altar above.
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